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10,000 package design 

recommendations issued per month



>1300 package designs 

improved









Renewable Energy

Energy Efficiency

Fleet Efficiency

Fertilizer 
Optimization

Animal Agriculture

Food and Solid 
Waste Reduction

Using Recycled 
Content

Recycling

Avoid Deforestation More energy 
efficient products

Six Pillars of the Program





Ellen MacArthur Foundation
Completing the Picture: How the Circular Economy Tackles Climate Change (2019)
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ACC estimated that the available amount of 

recoverable plastics currently landfilled each 
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(each facility is assumed to require “a one-time 

$36 million private investment”)

(260 facilities X $36 million = $9.3 billion)





Capacity nearly equal to 5% of all the PET 

packaging collected for recycling per year in 

the United States.

Closed Loop Partners, Accelerating Circular Supply Chains for Plastics (2019)

40+ more early commercial scale plants in the U.S. 

and Canada operating or nearing operation







The plastics division of the American 

Chemistry Council is floating a plan to 

lawmakers in Sacramento for a per-container 

fee on takeout foodservice packaging of all 

materials — not just plastics.

Endorsing a packaging fee is a policy change 

for the Washington-based group…

“

”



In response to questions from The New York Times 

about the industry’s lobbying efforts, the American 

Beverage Association said in an email that while it 

had opposed bottle bills “in the past,” it was “open to 

any ideas” that would create more recycled plastic.

“This includes a deposit or fee on our containers,” 

the trade group said.

“

”







PFAS: “Forever 
Chemicals”



Inland Empire Paper 
Company, n.d.;
Krapas, 2019;
Department of Ecology, 
State of Washington, 2011; 
Heine & Trebilcock, 2018; 
Rodenburg et al, 2015

.Polychlorinated.Biphenyls
(PCBs).



National Council for Air and Stream Improvement, Inc., Fiber Cycle Longevity and Fresh Fiber Requirements for the North American Paper and Board Industry (2019)
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43%
owned by families

10.7 million
family forest ownerships

< 1%
FFOs certify their 

forests

> 50%
fiber in forest products 

comes from FFOs

800 million 
acres of forestland in U.S.





Adam’s conclusions:

• Plastics plastics plastics – but don’t sleep on carbon footprint

• We have entered the Age of the Plastic Alternative

• Dissonance is everywhere

• Packaging is being driven towards both circularity and low carbon

• Chemical recycling will be part of our (near?) future

• Corporate attitudes towards policy are changing

• Material health will be a big focus moving forward

• Important conversations on paper are coming



The Sustainable Packaging Coalition is a membership-based 

collaborative led by an independent non-profit that believes in 

the power of industry to make packaging more sustainable.
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